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ABSTRACT 
A characterization of the maximum-cardinality common independent sets of two 
matroids via an unbounded convex polyhedron is proved, confirming a conjecture of 
D. R. Fulkerson. A similar result, involving a bounded polyhedron, is the well-known 
matroid intersection polyhedron theorem of Jack Edmonds; Edmonds’s theorem is 
used in the proof. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper R ’ denotes the set of vectors whose components are real 
numbers indexed by the elements of the finite set E. Where pzRE and 
A c E, we will often write p(A) to denote 2( pi : j E A). For A c E, A denotes 
E \A. Let M,, M, be matroids on E having rank functions rl,r, respec- 
tively. (The paper [4] contains an introduction to matroids as well as several 
results which will be used here.) For A c E, let r(A) denote 
min (rl(Al) + rz(A,) :A, u A,=A). Jack Edmonds [4,5] has proved that r(A) 
is the maximum cardinality of a subset J of A independent in both M, and 
M,, and has given an efficient algorithm for finding a maximizing J and a 
minimizing (A,,A,). Ed monds [4, 51 has also proved the matroid intersection 
polyhedron theorem, which runs as follows. 
THEOREM 1. The vertices of the polyhedron {x E R E: x > 0, x(A) < 
min(r,(A),r,(A)) for ACE} are precisely the incidence vectors of common 
independent sets of M,,M,. 
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An easy consequence of Theorem 1 is the following result, slightly better 
suited to our purposes. 
THEOREM 2. The oertices of the polyhedron P= {x E R E : x > 0, x(A) < 
min(r,(A),r,(A)) for ACE, x(E)=r(E)} are precisely the incidence vectors 
of maximum-cardinality common independent sets of M,, M,. 
The object of this paper is to provide a similar characterization of the 
maximum-cardinality common independent sets of M,, M, via an unbounded 
convex polyhedron. This result (Theorem 3 below) has been conjectured by 
D. R. Fulkerson [8]. (The statement in [8] is more general, but is easily 
deduced from Theorem 3 using matroid truncation.) 
THEOREM 3. Theverticesof thepolyhedron p’={x~R~:x(A)>r(E)- 
r(x) for A c E } are precisely the incidence vectors of maximum-cardinality 
common independent sets of M,, M,. 
The remarks of this paragraph indicate one way in which Theorem 3 is 
not as attractive as Theorem 2. Let P (MJ, for i = 1 and 2, denote the convex 
hull of incidence vectors of independent sets of Mi having cardinality r(E). 
Let P(M, n M,) denote the convex hull of incidence vectors of common 
independent sets of M,, M, having cardinality r(E). Then it follows from 
Theorem 2 that P (M, n M2) = P(M,) n P (M,). In analogy to the above, let 
P’( MJ, for i = 1 and 2, denote the vector sum of the convex hull of incidence 
vectors of independent sets of Mi having cardinality r(E) with {x E R ’ : x > 
O}; let P’( M, n M,) denote the vector sum of the convex hull of incidence 
vectors of common independent sets of M,, M, having cardinality r(E) with 
{ x E R E : x > 0). One might expect that P’( M, n M,) = P’( MJ n P’( M,), that 
is, that P’(M,n M,)={xER~:x(A)> r(E)-min(r,(A),r,(A)) for AGE}. 
However, this is not the case; in general P’(M, n M,) is a proper subset of 
P’( M,) n P’( M,). 
In the terminology of Fulkerson [S], Theorem 3 shows that P’ is the 
“blocking polyhedron” of maximum-cardinality common independent sets of 
M,, M,. The corresponding “anti-blocking polyhedron” P” is the convex hull 
of incidence vectors of all subsets of maximum-cardinality common indepen- 
dent sets. Using Theorem 3 together with matroid duality and truncation, it 
is straightforward to obtain an unbounded polyhedron whose vertices are the 
incidence vectors of complements of maximum-cardinality common indepen- 
dent sets. Then a result of Fulkerson [8, Theorem 91 can be applied to obtain 
an explicit description of P”. (The reason that P” is not the same as P is that 
a common independent set is not generally extendable to a maximum- 
cardinality common independent set.) 
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Special cases of Theorems 2 and 3 occur in the equivalent contexts of 
(0,l) matrices and bipartite graphs. Let E = I, X I,, where /1,] = ]1,], and for 
A C E, let r,(A) = ]{ i E I, : for some i E I,, (i, i) EA}], and similarly for ra(A). 
In this special case, Theorem 2 is equivalent to the well-known Birkhoff-von 
Neumann theorem [l], and Theorem 3 to a theorem of Fulkerson [7]. Allan 
Cruse [2] has g’ iven another proof of Fulkerson’s theorem using the Bi- 
rkhoff-von Neumann result. We will employ G-use’s proof method to give a 
proof of Theorem 3 using Theorem 2. (It was, in fact, suggested in [2] that 
the technique might have other applications.) Another known special case of 
Theorem 3 occurs in Fulkerson’s paper [9], and there again the correspond- 
ing special case of Theorem 2? also due to Edmonds [3], has been used in the 
proof. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
In what follows we will use freely standard linear-programming results, 
such as the duality theorem and characterizations of vertices of convex 
polyhedra. We show first that the incidence vector x0 of any maximum- 
cardinality common independent set B is a vertex of I”. Clearly x0 E P’, for 
x’(A)=]BnA], r(E)=IBl, and r(&>IB\AI for any ACE. For each i@B, 
r(E)-r(E\{ j})=O. F or each jEB, r(E)-r(B\{ i})=l. Thus _x’ is the 
unique solution of the system xi = r(E) - r(E \ { i}) for i @ B, x(B u { j}) = 
r(E) - r(B \{ j}) for i E B. It follows that m” is a vertex of P’. We can now 
deduce from Theorem 2 and the fact that a bounded polyhedron is the 
convex hull of its set of vertices that P c P’. 
Now suppose that x0 is a vertex of P’. Consider the linear program 
max(Z(+:jEE)) 
subject to 
0 < sj < Xi” for jEE; 
s(A) G rl (A) for ACE; 
s(A) s r,(A) for ACE. 
The linear-programming dual of (1) is 
min[2:(r,(A)y,(A)+rz(A)y2(A):ACE)+2(#’wf:jEE)] 
(1) 
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subject to 
YlW~Y&) 20 for ACE; 
wi > 0 for GEE; 
E(yl(A)+yz(A):jEA)+wf>l for GEE. 
(2) 
The key to the proof of Theorem 3 is the following result. 
LEMMA 4. The linear program (2) has an integer-valued optimal solu- 
tion. 
In [2] it is shown that the constraint matrix of an analog of (2) is totally 
unimodular, thus proving Lemma 4 for that linear program. In the present 
more general case, a more sophisticated argument, due to Edmonds [4], 
seems to be necessary. The proof of Lemma 4 follows closely the proof of 
Theorem (67) of [4]; we begin by stating two results from [4] which will be 
used in the proof. The first result is a fundamental theorem in polyhedral 
combinatorics, and follows from the correctness of the “dual greedy algo- 
rithm”. Both results have short proofs. 
THEOREM 5 [6, (61); 4, (21)]. Let M’ be a mutroid on E having rank 
function r’ and let c E R E. Consider the following linear program. 
min(X(r’(A) y(A):AcE)) 
subject to 
Y(A) 20 for AGE; (3) 
E( y(A):jEA)+ for GEE. 
There exists an optimal solution y1 of (3) such that the sets A c E for which 
y’(A) > 0 form a nested sequence, A’ c A2 c . . . c A k. 
THEOREM 6 [4, (39)]. Let N= (N,JN,) be a (0, l)-ualued matrix such 
that, for i = 1 and 2 and for any two columns a, b of Ni, the componentwise 
product of a and b equals 0 or a or b. Then N is totally unimodular. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let ( yy, ~20,~‘) be an optimal solution of (2); it is 
clear that one exists. For i = 1 and 2 and j E E, let c/ denote X( y:(A) : j E A). 
For i = 1 and 2, applying Theorem 5 to Mj and this ci, we obtain y: > 0 
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satisfying 
C(r,(A)y;(A):ACE)<C(ri(A)y;(A):ACE); (4 
X( y,l(A):fEA)>E( yf(A):jEA) for jEE; 
yl (A) > 0 only if A is one of the sets 
(5) 
A; c A: c . . . c A fci). (6) 
It follows that any optimal solution of the following linear program 
extends to an optimal solution of (2). [A n variables present in (2) but not (7) y 
are set to zero in the extension.]. 
min[Z:(Ti(A;l) yi(Ar): I<mGk(l)) 
+2:irz(A,“) ~z(Azm):I <m<k(2))+C(x$+:jEE)] 
subject to 
yj(Ai”) > 0 for l<m<k(i) and i=land2; 
wi > 0 for BEE; 
C( yl(A;“):jEA;“,l < m< k(l)) 
(7) 
+w+ for jEE. 
The constraint matrix of (7) is of the form (N(Z), where N is totally 
unimodular by Theorem 6. Therefore (N]Z) is totally unimodular, and so (7) 
has an integer-valued optimal solution; it follows that (2) also has an 
integer-valued optimal solution. n 
It is easily seen that the optimal solution ( yf, y,$ w”) of (2) provided by 
Lemma 4 can be taken to be (0, I)-valued. Moreover, we may choose 
( yf, yi, w2) so that y:(A) = 1 only if A = Ai for some Ai, i = 1 and 2; to do this 
we may choose Aj to be Ai W) We may also assume : hat wf = 1 if and only if . 
i @A, u A,. It follows that the optimal value of the objective function of (2) 
is 
r,(A,)+rz(A,)+x’(A,~Az). 
Since x0 E P’, this last quantity is > r(E). 
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By the duality theorem, (1) has an optimal solution S” for which so(E) > 
r(E). It is clear from the constraint set of (1) that we must have so(E)= r(E), 
It follows from Theorem 2 that so E P and thus that so E P’. Now x0, being a 
vertex of P’, is the unique optimal solution of min(c.x: XEP’) for some 
cERE; moreover, c must be positive. Since so E P’ and so < x0, it must be 
that so = x0. Finally, r” is the unique optimal solution of min(c.x : x E I”), and 
thus is the unique optimal solution of min(cx : x E P). Thus x0 is a vertex of 
P; it follows from Theorem 2 that x0 is the incidence vector of a maximum- 
cardinality common independent set. The proof is complete. n 
Note: Recently C. J. H. McDiarmid [IO] has independently proved 
Theorem 3 using a method that is also heavily dependent on results of [4]. 
His theorem is on “integral polymatroids” [4]; an integral polymatroid is a 
generalization of the convex hull of incidence vectors of independent sets of 
a matroid. The proof of Theorem 3 given here can be used to prove a 
generalization to integral polymatroids; in particular, all of the results of 
Edmonds used here are actually specializations of polymatroid theorems 
given in [4]. (Important new work on polymatroids has been done by Giles 
and Edmonds; see [ll].) Also, D. B. Weinberger [12] has proved Theorem 3 
in the case where both M, and M, are transversal matroids; his result 
therefore contains Fulkerson’s theorem on (0, I)-matrices. 
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